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Message from our Chairman

A few months ago, I was in Norfolk vising a project for recovering addicts. I was introduced to 
one of the key workers there, who when I mentioned Mustard Seed replied, ‘Oh yes, I heard 
about Mustard Seed this morning at a training session on autism’. We were in a list of 
organisations offering services to ASD children. Seems our reputation has travelled further 
than we realised! 

Closer to home our reputation is growing as illustrated by winning Eagle Radio's Local Heroes 
Charity Award, a testament to all the hard work that so many people have put in over the 
years. 

The success of Mustard Seed can be measured in many ways and we have gone from 
strength to strength since our beginnings in 2012. I remember the first time I met Sarah, 
waiting for coffee in a queue at a networking event. My son had not long been statemented 
and it was apparent that there was very little help out there for kids like him. When Sarah 
explained that they were struggling to find a venue that would allow them to hang things from 
the ceiling and have a little storage space, I immediately asked her to come and see 
Frimhurst, where I work. We haven’t looked back since, and so much has been achieved over 
the past five years. 

This year has seen more progress: the new Friendship Zone, an expanding siblings group and 
for the first time we have worked with over 100 families! 

And there are exciting developments to come over the next year with some new initiatives in 
the pipeline… 

So, what a fantastic year for Mustard Seed, and what a great new look to this annual report! A 
big thanks to Jen, our treasurer and Trustee, for the work that she has put into this and for the 
many hours she volunteers each week to keep our finances in order, amongst other things. 

Being Chair of Trustees and sharing an office with Sarah and Francis, means that I see all the 
hard work that goes on the background that is not always seen by others: filling in funding 
applications, writing reports, training volunteers and all the other tasks that go with running a 
small charity. So a special thanks to Sarah and Francis for their hard work and the extra hours 
that they put in. Mustard Seed would not exist without their drive, passion and vision. 

And a big thanks to everyone who has been involved over the past five years to make 
Mustard Seed the fantastic charity that it is. 

Looking forward to the next exciting five years! 

Jason



Supporting families

Children aged 3-11 with an autism diagnosis

Families have an initial assessment, with either our Charity
Coordinator or Senior Occupational Therapist.  This
assessment allows parents to discuss the needs of their
family and enables Mustard Seed to consider the ways in
which we can work together and support the family, through a
program of intervention.  

Each child has an individual plan, which may involve one-to-
one or small group work, focusing on social, communication,
emotional, sensory and motor difficulties. 

These are delivered through a range of different therapies
and activities: 
• Occupational Therapy for Sensory Processing Difficulties 
• Occupational Therapy for Motor Skills 
• Anxiety Management Group (Chill Out Zone) 
• Social Skills Group (Friendship Zone) 
• Communication Group (Ready Steady Go) 
• One to one sessions with a specialist teacher 

Children can access as many of these services as is
appropriate for their needs. 

Mustard Seed continues 
to develop new activities, 

in line with up-to-date 
research within the autism 
field, and through listening 

to families’ feedback. 
 One example of this is 

the introduction of  
the Friendship Zone  

this year. 

Mustard Seed offers support to the whole family

We also recognise the need for joined up working with
other professionals involved with the families and offer

support to schools and local organisations.



Parents

Mustard Seed’s ethos is to empower parents and give them
the tools and confidence to support and manage their
children’s needs. Parents are involved in every step of the
process, from developing the plan, to participating in
sessions and attending workshops.  The Empowering
Parents course is often the first service our families access.
This 6 week course runs 3 times a year, with 10 families
attending each course.  Sessions, delivered by our Senior
Occupational Therapist and Specialist Teacher, provide up-
to-date information and practical strategies, with the focus
on developing a deeper understanding of autism. 

Siblings

Mustard Seed recognises the 
daily challenges that some 
siblings face and have 
extended our sibling support 
this year to secondary age 
children.  We now run 2 
sibling groups, once a month 
on a Saturday morning, 
allowing 21 children to 
regularly access this service.



Year on year, Mustard Seed strives to 
maximise capacity and support as many 
families as possible with the resources that 
we have available.  We are delighted 
that the number of 
families worked 
with has risen from 
82 families in 2015/16 
to 102 families in 
2016/17.
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Breakdown of therapies & activities provided

Sensory OT 55 children; 170 x 1 to 1 sessions in total

OT in home & school 36 children; 74 x 1 to 1 sessions in total

This year, we have also provided 3 additional 
autism & sensory workshops for parents.

Therapeutic Listening 5 children; 22 x 1 to 1 sessions in total

One to one sessions 20 children, each receiving 5-6 sessions 

Ready Steady Go 5 children, each receiving 6 group sessions

Chill Out Zone 17 children, each receiving 5 group sessions

Friendship Zone 8 children, each receiving 5 group sessions

Empowering Parents course 25 parents attended 6 group sessions

Sibling Support Group 21 children attend monthly



What people are saying about us...

"Pupils from our junior school have  
benefited enormously from the additional 
support provided by Mustard Seed Autism 

Trust...  The ongoing support the school has 
received from the Mustard Seed Autism 
Trust has worked for the school as well 

as the individual pupils.  It has enabled us to 
manage/tailor the daily routine for the pupil 
and therefore allowing for true inclusion of 

the pupil at our school."

Junior School, Fleet

"She is now able to participate with her 
peers at school with less support and 

minimal oral prompts."
Parent

What do you enjoy most?

Relaxation 
Sensory toys 

Being wrapped up like a hot dog 
Meeting new people 

Fun activities

Young participants feedback on Chill Out Zone

"Feel more confident & less alone with every session."

Parent on EPC

"She has made new friends &
has been given the opportunity
to do activities she would be

unable to do at home with her
brother present."

Parent feedback on Sibling
Support Group

"A really excellent course which has given me so much insight into

how children with ASD see the world and ways to regulate his

emotions and processing.  I would thoroughly recommend this

course - brilliant presenters. I feel more empowered to help my

son."
Parent on EPC

"Over the past few years the staff from Mustard Seed 
Autism Trust have had a significant impact on the lives of 

some key vulnerable pupils at our junior school.  The 
advice and strategies that have been advised, modelled 

and reviewed have enabled the school to be better 
equipped to meet the needs of pupils with autism, in 

particular, those with sensory needs and sensory seeking 
behaviours.  As a consequence, not only has my own 

knowledge and skill set improved as a Deputy 
Headteacher / Senco, the staff involved with the pupils 

have grown in confidence with how best to support 
them.  This has resulted in key pupils being better 

supported, developing their ability to self-regulate and 
ultimately making more progress both academically and 

socially."
Junior School, Farnborough

What will help when you get
anxious?

My tool box 
Slow breathing 
Tell someone 
Kicking a ball  

Wrap up in blanket

Young participants feedback on Chill Out Zone

"He loved the sessions & engaged 
completely, re-enacting the sessions at 

home.  The tools & suggestions are 
easy to implement at home. You've given 

us the confidence to feel like we 
know what we're doing."

Parent feedback on Chill Out Zone



Working with schools & 
other organisations

Mustard Seed continues to provide training to local schools and other organisations, 
on a range of autism-related topics.  These can be tailored to specific requirements.

This year we have run 2 workshops for 
school staff & 2 talks for children's groups.

OT for Schools Service

The OT4S service allows pre-schools, schools and colleges to 
purchase occupational therapy services, including services that are 
not currently provided by statutory services.  Mustard Seed's 
experienced paediatric occupational therapists provide child 
assessments, design and deliver treatment programs, reports and 
feedback.  They can also provide training and support to school 
staff. 

In its second full year, this service has continued to grow.  We have 
worked with 20 children in 2016/17, through referrals from schools, 
the Hampshire County Council Special Educational Needs team 
and directly from parents.

Mustard Seed is regularly involved in networking events 
with other local organisations.  For 2016/17 we were 
invited to join The Rushmoor Disability Youth Forum.



Our team
Board of Trustees

In January 2017, Jo Emett stepped down 
after 5 years serving as Mustard Seed's first 
Chair.  Jo has played an integral part in the set- 
up and growth of the charity so far and we 
have been so thankful to have her expertise.  Jo 
remains on the board & has handed on the 
position of Chair to Jason French.   

Jason first become involved with Mustard 
Seed through his work for ATD Fourth World 
at Frimhurst, becoming a trustee in September 
2013.  In addition to his experience working in 
the charitable sector, Jason is also the the father 
of a child on the autistic spectrum. 

Another of our founding trustees, Sue Skippage, 
also stepped down in March 2017.  With her 
background as a special needs teacher, Sue's 
experience was invaluable both on the board 
& supporting families.  Sue helped to develop 
our Empowering Parents Course and many 
families have benefited from her wisdom & 
expertise.  We are very grateful for all her 
hard work.  

We are delighted to welcome 2 new trustees 
this year, Anne Connolly and Mary Prior, both 
with first-hand experience of Mustard Seed's 
services and a wealth of other skills to bring to 
the board.  They complement well the existing 
trustee team and we look forward to working 
with them in the coming years. 

...the experience, talent, dedication & love of Mustard Seed's founders, Sarah Clements
(Charity Coordinator & specialist teacher) and Francis Bland (Senior Occupational Therapist). 

Having been able to start employing Sarah and Francis on 12-month fixed term contracts for
25 hours per week, from January 2016, it has been fantastic that Mustard Seed has been
able to extend this, until August 2018.  As many of our families will know, this doesn't cover
all the hours they work & support they provide, however it is a good start and we are
constantly working to pursue further sources of funding!

We couldn't do it without...

This year Francis has been supported by 
an additional OT, Pippa Chapman.   

Pippa has been working with families and 
OT4S, which has enabled us to reduce 

waiting times for some services. 

Sarah, Francis & Pippa have been supported 
this year by a team of 21 wonderful 

volunteers; 9 family support workers &  12 
siblings support group workers.



The ongoing training & development of staff and volunteers is vitally important 
to support the high standard of quality we strive to maintain in the delivery of 

all our services.

Following a well-developed recruitment and 
screening process, all new volunteers complete 
our comprehensive in-house training 
programme.  They then move on to shadowing 
and supporting sessions with children.  

Experienced family support workers may work 
directly with families; planning and preparing 
elements of the interventions, alongside team 
leaders. 

Regular supervision is provided by team leaders 
for all volunteers working with children, as well 
as ongoing in-house training, at least once a 
term.  This year, topics covered have 
included anger management, Lego therapy and 
fine motor skills.

This year Sarah and Francis 
attended a one day 'Food and 

Autism' course run by the National 
Autistic Society.  We have plans to 

develop a course to support families 
whose children have eating issues 

related to their autism.

Four members of the Mustard Seed team attended a 
one day anger management course run by a local 

youth charity.  The resources and techniques 
complement the work on emotions we are already 

doing and have given us insight into some of the issues 
facing young people as they approach the teenage 

years.

Our Charity Coordinator and DBS 
Recruiter attended safeguarding 

training this year.  We also ran in- 
house training for all our staff, 

volunteers and trustees.  Moving 
forward we have booked external 
training to deliver comprehensive 
safeguarding training to the whole 

team and will implement this as part 
of our annual training procedure.

Francis and one of our experienced family support volunteers, Paula Rice, received training 
in Floortime therapy.  Floortime aims to help children reach developmental milestones crucial 

for emotional and intellecutal growth.  Through Floortime therapy adults can help children 
expand their circles of communication by meeting them at their developmental level and 

building on their strengths.  Therapists and parents engage children through the activities 
each child enjoys, entering the child's games and following the child's lead. Therapists teach 

parents how to direct their children into increasingly complex interactions.



Fundraising

In 2016/17, 38% of income came from donations, 
including individuals participating in sponsored 

challenges and an increasing number of regular givers.

Our Sibling Support Group decided to run 
their own 'Bake Off' fundraiser

Supporters have participated in
various sponsored events to raise
funds for Mustard Seed;

Fleet 10k 
Grim Challenge
5k fundraising walk
Sponsored swim
Zipwire challenge

Supporters shopping through 
Give As You Live continue to 
generate a small amount of 

income, and in 2017 Mustard 
Seed started participating in the 
Rushmoor community lottery. 

Grant funding is also an important part of 
Mustard Seed's income. In 2016/17, grants 
were received from;

Hampshire County Council 
Rushmoor Borough Council
Community Matters Partnership
Boshier Hinton
Farnborough Rotary
D M Thomas Foundation



Future plans

Lego Therapy commencing Autumn 2017...

Having secured grant funding, our specialist 
teacher has been planning, purchasing resources and 
running team training and parents workshops. 

Lego Therapy will run for 20 weeks, giving children 
the opportunity to develop communication and social 
skills through collaborative work and problem solving.

In 2018 we are also aiming to 
start a 'Livings Skills' group and 

a 'Girls with Autism' group, 
including training workshops for 

parents.

Following the success of
our Sibling Support

Group, we would like to
further increase the

capacity of this group in
2017/18.

For 2017/18 we will be running a series of 3 training 
workshops for schools.

Last, but not least!  We can't wait until next year to tell you...

 Friends of Mustard Seed launching in 2018!

We are supporting a new 
initiative developed by local 

parents to "Make Fleet 
Autism Friendly".  This 

includes giving a 
presentation at their 

community event, offering 
advice and promoting their 

work.

Due to an increasing number of referrals, we are 
developing a support network called "Friends of 
Mustard Seed".  This will involve recruiting and 
training more volunteer support workers to enable us 
to better meet the demands of our waiting list.  It will 
also focus on expanding our donor base by 
encouraging local supporters to become regular 
donors and strengthening our sustainability.



In September 2017 we received the...

Eagle Radio Local Heroes 
Charity Award 2017
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STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT  

 

Governing Document 

Mustard Seed Autism Trust is constituted as a Trust, registered with the Charity Commission 

and governed by the Trust Deed, dated 13 July 2012. 

 

Charitable Objects and Public Benefit 

The formal objects of the charity are: “To promote and protect the physical and mental 

health of people with Autism and related conditions and their families and carers through 

the provision of support, therapeutic intervention, education and practical advice in such 

ways as the Trustees may from time to time think fit.” 

In planning the Charity’s activities the Trustees keep in mind Charity Commission guidance 

on public benefit. 

 

Organisation 

The Board of Trustees, which currently has 7 members, administers the charity.  The board 

meets at least quarterly, and sub-committees may be set-up, as and when they are 

required.  The Treasurer is responsible for the day to day running of the finances.  The 

Charity Coordinator and Senior Occupational Therapist have been appointed by the Trustees 

to manage the day to day operations of the charity. 

All trustees give their time voluntarily and only receive payments for the reimbursement of 

expenses incurred on behalf of the charity.  Details of trustee expenses are disclosed in the 

financial review.  Trustees are required to disclose all relevant interests and register them 

with the Chair and in accordance with the charity’s policy, withdraw from decisions where a 

conflict of interest arises. 

 

Appointment of Trustees 

As part of the process of recruiting 2 new trustees this year, the Trust Board have been 

developing the Charity’s ‘Trustee Recruitment & Induction’ policy. 

The Trust Board seeks to be representative of the people with whom the charity works, and 

in selecting individuals for appointment as trustees, the existing trustees consider the skills, 

knowledge and experience required for the effective administration of the charity. 

A new trustee may be nominated by an existing member of the board of trustees and 

appointed by a resolution of the trustees, passed at a board meeting, at which there is a 

majority of the trustees present.  Such resolutions are recorded in the minutes and signed 

by the new trustee and by the Chair. 
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Where new trustees are appointed, they are given an induction to the work of the Charity 

and provided with the information they need to fulfil their roles, including Charity 

Commission guidance, the Trust Deed, current business plan and latest annual report and 

accounts. 

 

Policies and Procedures 

The Charity takes safeguarding very seriously and has a policy in place for the protection of 

children and vulnerable adults.  DBS checks are carried out for all trustees, staff and 

volunteers working directly with children, and comprehensive training is provided before 

volunteers are able to work directly with children. 

The Trust also has in place policies covering; 

 Financial Controls 

 Conflicts of Interest 

 Adult Safeguarding 

 Physical Contact 

 Lone-Working and Health & Safety 

 Risk Assessment 

 Incident & Accident 

 Anti-Discrimination 

 Recruitment & Selection for Trustees, Staff and Volunteers 

 Staff Supervision & Professional Development 

 Discipline & Grievance Procedures 

 Comments & Complaints 

 User Involvement, Monitoring & Evaluation 

 Data Protection & Recording & Storing Information 

 Environmental 

 Gifts & Hospitality 

 

Related Parties 

Our families are signposted to us by paediatric consultants at Frimley Park Hospital, schools, 

Social Services, Behaviour Support Service, Children and Adolescent Mental Health Service 

(CAMHS), NHS Occupational Therapy, Children’s Centres and word of mouth.  We work 

alongside health, social care and education to promote the health and wellbeing of children 

on the autistic spectrum. 

Our relationship with Frimhurst Family House, (Registered charity: ATD Fourth World), has 

evolved over the past four years.  Venue hire at Frimhurst House continues to enable 

Mustard Seed to provide a range of one-to-one and group services, supporting the whole 

family.  During the year payments of £5,515.25 were made to ATD Fourth World for venue 

hire. 
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In addition, the current Chair, Jason French, is employed by ATD Fourth World, at Frimhurst.  

Mustard Seed has made provision in the decision making process and financial procedures 

to ensure that there are no issues arising from conflicts of interest. 

The Frimhurst premises are also a resource for other local not-for-profit organisations and 

there are many opportunities for resource sharing, mutual support and networking amongst 

this community of organisations and individuals.  Mustard Seed Autism Trust is proud to be 

a part of this community and works in partnership with these organisations. 

Frimhurst Enterprises is a social enterprise providing work opportunities for young people 

with learning difficulties.  They provide the refreshments for our Empowering Parents 

Course and any professional training courses we run at Frimhurst. 

This year Frimhurst celebrated their 60th anniversary of supporting families in poverty.  

Mustard Seed were delighted to be involved in the summer anniversary event. 
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 

 

Overview 

Following exceptionally high income in 2015/16, the Mustard Seed Trustees budgeted for a 

deficit of £34k in 2016/17.  This allowed for the use of free-reserves and was in line with 

year 1 of the Charity’s 5-year business plan. 

The actual in-year result was a net deficit of £24,146. 

 

Financial Highlights 

 Income for the year totalled £46,881 and while this is significantly lower than 

2015/16, it is more in line with previous growth rates for the Charity. 

 

 
 

 Grant income reduced from £16,000 in 2015/16 to £11,002.  Mustard Seed was 

awarded £17,078 by Hampshire County Council for the year from April 2017, 

however this amount is paid by instalments and only £6,500 fell within this receipts 

& payments accounting period.   

 

 Regular giving has remained relatively stable over the last 3 years.  As part of the 5-

year business plan and development of a new fundraising strategy, Mustard Seed is 

aiming to gradually increase regular giving over the coming years. 

 

 Despite significant increases in activity over the last 2 years, the Charity has seen a 

reduction in family support voluntary contributions.  In setting the suggested level of 

voluntary contributions for services the Trustees give careful consideration to the 

accessibility of services for those on low incomes.  For this reason the Charity has 

made the decision to provide services to all families, regardless of their ability to pay.  
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However, if families would like to make a contribution, a voluntary payment of £5 

per session for group sessions and £10 per session for one-to-one sessions is 

suggested. 

 

 Income from our Occupational Therapy for Schools Service has grown significantly, in 

line with increasing levels of demand for the service. 

 

 
 

 

 

 Expenditure for the year increased by £15,900 from 2015/16 to 2016/17 to £71,027.  

This increase is predominantly driven by staff costs as the Charity continues to make 

the transition from relying entirely upon volunteers, to employing key members of 

staff. 
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Financial Management 

The financial management of the Charity is overseen by the Treasurer who reports to the 

Trustee Board on a monthly basis.  The Charity’s Financial Controls policy was reviewed and 

updated in June 2017.  The Charity prepares its accounts on a receipts and payments basis. 

 

Reserves Policy and Reserves 

The Charity’s reserves policy (included within the Financial Controls policy) is that; 

The minimum level of reserves within the unrestricted fund will be the equivalent of three 

months operating costs, calculated and reviewed annually, or at such times where 

significant changes in regular expenditure occur. 

At 31 August 2017 unrestricted funds totalled £94,124.  Of this, £19,900 is held as per the 

reserves policy.  A further £54,999 has been designated by the Trustees, for staff pay, to 

cover employment contracts up to August 2018.  The Trustees consider that it is important 

to secure these funds for staff resources, as it can prove challenging for charities to obtain 

grant funding for staff posts.  This leaves free reserves of £19,225 available to be used for 

future projects. 

 £ 

 

UNRESTRICTED FUNDS AT 31.08.17 94,124 

LESS;  

RESERVES AT 31.08.17 19,900    

DESIGNATED STAFF FUND 54,999 

FREE RESERVES 19,225 

 

 

Trustee Expenses 

All Trustees give their time voluntarily and only receive payments for the reimbursement of 

expenses incurred on behalf of the charity.  2 Trustees were reimbursed for expenses 

totalling £621.02. 

 £ 

 

TRAVEL 83.77 

IT HARDWARE 391.97 

IT SOFTWARE 40.80    

PRINTING & STATIONERY 48.49 

AUDIT & GOVERNANCE 55.99 

TRUSTEE EXPENSES 621.02 
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TRUSTEE DECLARATION 

 

The Trustees declare that they have approved the Trustees’ report above. 

 

Signed on behalf of the charity’s trustees; 

 

J French    J Daplyn  

Chair     Treasurer 

22/1/2018    22/1/2018 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

MUSTARD SEED AUTISM TRUST  

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS  

FOR THE PERIOD FROM 01/09/2016 TO 31/08/2017 

 UNRESTRICTED 
FUNDS 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

RESTRICTED 
FUNDS 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

TOTAL FUNDS 

 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

LAST YEAR 

 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

RECEIPTS     

Donations 17,678 - 17,678 30,349 

Legacies - - - 73,039 

Gift Aid 1,873 - 1,873 1,490 

Grants - 11,002 11,002 16,000 

Family Support voluntary 
contributions 

2,534 - 2,534 2,678 

Fundraising Events 1,376 - 1,376 5,150 

Professional Courses 395 - 395 1,143 

OT for Schools service 11,970 - 11,970 4,706 

Bank Interest 53 - 53 94 

     
TOTAL RECEIPTS 35,879 11,002 46,881 134,649 

 

PAYMENTS 
    

Staff 48,792 8,332 57,123 41,777 

Insurance - 1,812 1,812 1,646 

Venue Hire 324 3,260 3,584 4,732 

Training & Affiliation 235 1,430 1,665 1,691 

Resources & Equipment 849 3,031 3,880 3,243 

Administration & Governance 2,074 821 2,895 1,406 

Fundraising & Publicity 62 7 69 620 

     
TOTAL PAYMENTS 52,335 18,692 71,027 55,115 

     
NET OF RECEIPTS/(PAYMENTS) (16,456) (7,690) (24,146) 79,534 

Transfer between funds - - - - 

Cash funds last year end 110,580 17,531 128,111 48,578 

CASH FUNDS THIS YEAR END 94,124 9,841 103,965 128,112 
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MUSTARD SEED AUTISM TRUST  

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES  

AT THE END OF THE PERIOD 

CATEGORIES DETAILS UNRESTRICTED 
FUNDS 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

RESTRICTED 
FUNDS 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 

TOTAL FUNDS 

 

TO THE NEAREST 

£ 
Cash funds Cash at bank 94,124 9,841 103,965 

 

   DETAILS FUND TO WHICH ASSET BELONGS 

Assets retained for the charity’s own use  Computer Equipment IT 

 

 

 

 

 

The financial statements were approved by the Trustees on 22nd January 2018 and signed, 

on behalf of all the trustees by; 

 

J French    J Daplyn 

Chair     Treasurer 
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REFERENCE & ADMINSTRATION DETAILS 

 

Charity Name   Mustard Seed Autism Trust 

Registered Charity Number 1148938 
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    Farnborough 

    Hampshire  

    GU14 0QP 

 

Charity Trustees  Joanna Emett  Chair up to 9th January 2017 

    Jason French  Chair from 9th January 2017 

Jennifer Daplyn Treasurer 

    Suzanne Skippage Resigned 14th March 2017 

    Elaine Ninnes 

    Stephen Williams 

    Anne Connolly  Appointed 9th January 2017 
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Senior Staff Members  Sarah Clements Charity Coordinator 

    Francis Bland  Senior Occupational Therapist 

 

Bankers   HSBC   30 Princes Mead Shopping Centre,  
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Independent Examiner Kerry Dettmar . FCA 

 

 



INDEPENDENT EXAMINER'S REPORT

Report to the Trustees of: Mustard Seed Autism Trust

On accounts for the year end: 31 August 2017

Charity Number: 1148938

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner

The charity's trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts. The charity's trustees
consider that an audit is not required for this year under section t44 of the Charities Act 2011 (the

Charities Act) and that an independent examination is needed. lt is my responsibility to:

r Examine the accounts under section 145 of the Charities Act,
o To follow the procedures laid down in the general directions given by the Charity

Commission (under section 145(5Xb) of the Charities Act), and

o To state whether particular matters have come to my attention.

Basis of independent examiner's statement

My examination was carried out in accordance with general directions given by the Charity

Commission. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the charity and a

comparison of the accounts presented with those records. ltalso includes consideration of any

unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations from the trustees concerning
any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be

required in an audit, and consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a
'true and fair' view and the report in limited to those matters set out in the statement below.

lndependent examine/s statement

ln connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention

7. Which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in, any material respect, the requirements:
o To keep accounting records in accordance with section 130 of the Charities AcU and
o To prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and comply with the

accounting requirements of the Charities Act have not been met; or
2. To which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper

understanding ofthe accounts to be reached.

Signed: W
Name: Kerry Dettmar. FCA

Relevant professional qualification(s) or body (if any): ICAEW 8867379

Address: 63 Avenue Road, Farnborough, Hants, GU14 7BH

Date: 06'O3'LOlt .


